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the hunt for religious fact and the deeper that means of existence is a cornerstone of each
culture. It has chanced on expression in lots of forms: myth, scripture, philosophy, even art.
between literary forms, it truly is poetry that embodies this quest so much eloquently—through
language wealthy in imagery and verbal music.Spanning 4,000 years of worldwide literature,
Poetry for the Spirit gathers six hundred poems by means of greater than 250 poets. as well as
countless numbers of masterworks in English, there are poems translated from such languages
as Sanskrit, Egyptian, Hindi, Persian, Hebrew, Chinese, and Homeric Greek, together with
decisions from the nice epics and meditations: the Rig Veda, the Bhagavad Gita, the
Upanishads, and the Tao Te Ching. one of the nice writers represented are historical and
medieval poets (Homer, Lu Yun, Dante, Rumi, Judah Halevi); metaphysical poets (Donne,
Vaughan, Traherne); mystic and non secular poets (Teresa of Avila, St. John of the Cross,
Herbert, Hopkins, Christina Rossetti); and visionary poets of a extra secular bent (Blake,
Shelley, Whitman, Dickinson, Yeats, Rilke, Stevens, and Ginsberg).The variety of subject
matters is both vast and varied. a few poems search to appreciate the foundation and nature of
the universe; others starvation for a better courting to God, or exhibit the rapture of experiencing
this kind of relationship; a few glimpse the next order of truth at the back of day-by-day
existence; a few yearn for non secular transformation; nonetheless others are jam-packed with
ask yourself on the discovery of a luminous presence in the such a lot humble of worldly
objects.Whatever course your trip may perhaps take, Poetry for the Spirit will open your brain
and contact Poetry for the Spirit your heart.About the AuthorAlan Jacobs has been drawn to
mysticism and comparative faith in view that an early age, and has made an intensive learn of
the lessons of Gurdjieff and Krishnamurti. A poet himself, Mr. Jacobs is Chairman of the
Ramana Maharshi starting place within the united kingdom and has released frequently within
the magazines Reflections and Self Enquiry
this can be Poetry for the Spirit a treasure chest of worldwide sacred poetry, specially in
Western, Hindu, and Sufi traditions. I’ll admit that the translations aren’t consistently my
favorite, and also you won’t locate biographical notes in regards to the poets, yet this e-book
will introduce you to many new voices. instructed for sheer scope and enthusiasm.
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